Zainab Jalalian’s on the occasion of March 8th letter from jail!
I congratulate March 8th (IWWD) to my patient mother from the bottom of my heart. Congratulations to women who are
looking forward to seeing their loved ones, and to all the women of the world.
When we are looking at the history of mankind, we see that
throughout history, freedom loving women have always struggled
against the dictatorial regimes, and these brave women, by sacrificing
their blood have recorded March 8th in history. Oh, oppressors, you
have witnessed, and you are watching now, that by massacre, torture,
and imprisonment of us women, you cannot deny our rightful
demands. When a woman’s instinct is woven with freedom, no
amount of oppression and force can bring her to her knees. I have
realized this since I have become captured in the hands of the
oppressors of the Islamic Republic. They tore my clothes, tied my
eyes, chained my hands and feet to an iron bed, and tortured me
violently. They whipped my bare feet by cable; my feet were swollen and bruised terribly. They tortured me so much that I
could not feel anything anymore. My whole body became numb, and I could no longer control my body, and wet my pants.
Yes, it is a disgrace, for those who brought these calamities upon me. Oh, awaken consciences; you have the right to judge.
Who is to be shamed? Me, the one who has no desire other than human freedom and equality for mankind, or those who
tortured me so much for their own benefit?
You have the right to judge it. I am not as healthy as ten years ago, and they have polished my prison keys. When the torturer
was torturing me, the only thing that was left for me was my thoughts and beliefs and the hope for militant women fighters
and the future. If I say that my pen cannot express my pains and sufferings, I have not exaggerated, because I have only
talked about small part of my tortures. I hope that I have not made you feel sad and unhappy on this Day- March 8th.
Sometimes I think that where am I standing in the world, or stuck in what era at all, that no matter how much I try, I will not
find a way to escape. Is this my destiny, to witness the hanging of my compatriots and relatives and say no word?! What a
wonderful, strange world. If a strong wind blew, my heart would tremble with it, but what can I do with all these black and
burning winds?
War, hatred, hypocrisy, murder, killing and torture, and all these things are taking place at the most ordinary time, and the
oppressors have a reason or justify it for each of their crimes, and this is the most painful for me. Therefore, oh brave and
devoted women, say a word that the fire cannot say it. I have no wish of death for anyone, not even for the oppressors, but
let us struggle against the oppressors together, so that with our efforts we could drive out them from our homeland, so
tomorrow we would not be ashamed of women who sacrificed their dear lives for freedom and equality. I am Zainab Jalilian,
a Kurdish woman, who has been witness for hundreds of crimes of the Islamic Republic in prison including slander, insult,
torture, and the worst of all, the execution of ten of my fellow prisoners. Is there a greater pain than this? Still, these
oppressors want me to confess and express remorse. It Is impossible for me to confess and express remorse after having
witnessed all these oppressions and force with my own eyes. Believe me, that I have become bolder and more resilient, every
time that the oppressors increase their torture and force.
March 2022
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Vale Comrade Pantea Bahrami!
We are so saddened by the sudden news of losing our passionate
and active comrade Pantea Bahrami. Comrade Bahrami was active in
the fields of defending women’s ‘rights and arts, as a director in
documentary film making, analyzing social and political issues, and
one of the founders of PARTO – Iranian Women’s association.
Comrade Pantea worked several years tirelessly, for the English
Bulletin of the Solidarity Committees with the Iranian Workers
Movement – abroad (Alternative Workers News- Iran), translating
Iranian working-class news, and contributed valuable efforts to
reflect Iranian labor news abroad.
This means, comrade Pantea’s place as a faithful and industrious
contributor in publishing the English Bulletin leaves a feeling of emptiness for us. Therefore, in this regard, her
absence in women’s movements, and her support for the labor movement, is an irreplaceable loss.
We, the Solidarity Committees with the Iranian Workers Movement – abroad, as well as the staff of the English
Bulletin (Alternative Workers News- Iran), who are deeply saddened by the loss of this dear active, vibrant, and
esteemed comrade, extend our sincere condolences to her respectful family, and her activist’s colleagues in
women’s movements.
We cherish her memory by continuing her pathway, for the good of all!
5 March 2022

The protest gathering of the workers at
Boroujerd Azim Automobiles regarding
their continued job situation and
livelihood and the empty promises of
President Raisi
on Friday, March 11, 2022, workers of Azim
Automobiles in Boroujerd gathered on Friday
Prayer to echo their protest voice regarding
their jobs and livelihood situation and the
non-payment of the salaries for 14 months, as
well as two years of unemployment after the
shutdown of the factory and Raisi’s promises
rendered empty.
These angry workers who had cut off the
road to the Minister of the Industry back on
Friday, December 10th, 2021, told a media
reporter that after the trip by the President to
Lorestan Province and his emphatic orders to
remove the obstacles for production in this
factory and to release part of the blocked
funds at the Ministry of Justice to pay the
workers arrears, last week all these efforts
became nulled and void.

Justice seeking workers of the Azim
Automobiles Factory blocked the way to
the Minister of Industry; the response of
the Member of Parliament, Boroujerdi:
insults and threats!
On Friday, December
10, 2021, these workers
to voice their protest
regarding their jobs
and livelihood situation
gathered and blocked
the way on the Minister
of Industry. The video
in social media by the
Broujerdi (MP from Boroujerd) regarding this blockade
showed him taunting the workers: if even one of you stand
here, then you have something coming to you.
After the Minister went among the workers and the
listening to the workers’ demands the blockade was lifted.
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Workers of the Saipa Industrial Molds Production Company went on strike

On Wednesday, March 9, 2022, the workers of this company, went on strike
protesting their livelihood and the low level of their wages and salaries and not
receiving their coupons for food subsidies. They stopped working from 10 in the
morning. They gathered in front of the Company’s offices and declared they’d be on
strike until their demands are met. They demand an increase in their base wages.
This factory is located on kilometer 14 of the Karaj Makhsoos Road and has about
2500 workers of which 1500 are contracting workers.
According to a report by the workers of this company, Majid Ramezani, the CEO of
the company came among the workers and asked them to send 20 representatives to
negotiate with the management. During the negotiations he declared that he is not
able increase wages and salaries since the Sazehgostar Company has not reimbursed the workers and that he
had to take a personal loan to pay workers’ wages. Sazehgostar is an intermediary Company that buys the
Industrial Molds Production Company’s products and sells them to Saipa and takes care of the payrolls. But
the workers want that Saipa pays their wages and benefits as before and get rid of the Sazehgostar. After they
couldn’t reach any agreement, they continued their strike.

The rental cars’ drivers and the Sixth Gas Refinery workers second day of strike and
boycott of food in protest to delay in payment of their salaries and what they are owed
On Wednesday, March 9, 2022, these workers went on strike. The drivers said that the reason for their striking
is that the contracting company Tasdid has over many years had paid them with big delays going as far as six
months.
They say the question is why they have left the drivers in a sea of problems when all the fuel stations, oil
changers, tire sellers and spare parts all work on a cash basis. They added that the drivers are deprived of legal
vacation time, adequate salaries, and. proper place to sleep. So, we have gone on strike hoping someone will
come to our rescue.

Strike and gathering by the municipal workers of Gale Khajeh, the center for
County of Andika in Khuzestan Province, in protest to non-payment of their

salaries for 10 months and the insurance benefits for one year

One of these protesting workers told a local reporter that this municipality
personnel have gone without wages, benefits, and insurance for several
months. Additionally, since there is no mayor or anybody in charge, they
didn’t get any changes in their situation. One of the other workers said that
nobody is there to help us, it seems that everyone has forgotten us. While his
eyes were tearful, he said that in ten days is the (Persian) new year
celebration and we are ashamed of our families for not being able to provide
for them at this time. Another worker said there is a maximum of
carelessness towards us. If they can get their act together and elect a mayor
there’s a possibility that our problems can be solved a bit.
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Continued strike by the workers of Gelgir Municipality (Khuzestan Province)

protesting the non-payment their wages for 10 months

Wednesday, March 9, 2022, the municipality workers of Gelgir (40 kilometers southeast of Masjed Solayman in
Khuzestan Province) went on strike. They told a local reporter that they haven’t been paid since May 2021.

A group of Khuzestan teachers gathered in front of the Revolutionary Court of Ahvaz at
the same time as the trial of 3 of their right seeker colleagues

Tuesday, March 8

th,

at the same time as the trial of three activist

teachers, a group of teachers and a majority of female educators
from Khuzestan gathered in front of the Revolutionary Court of
Ahvaz.

Protest rallies by caretakers and school servants across the country over low wages in
front of the country's employment organization and the parliament

On

Tuesday, March 8th, a group of caretakers and school
servants from all over the country gathered in front of the
country's employment organization and the parliament in
response to a pre-published call to protest the low level of
wages, not being included in the teachers’ categorization
scheme, non-payment of the special yearly bonus payment and
so on.

Rally of Homa retired workers in front of the parliament against the
transfer of “Homa Pension Fund” to the “National Pension Fund”
On Tuesday, March 8th, Homa's retired employees rallied in front of
the parliament following their widespread protests the transfer of
Homa's pension fund to the national pension fund. Retirees and
veterans of Homa Pension Fund announced the approval of the
transfer of Homa Pension Fund to the National Pension Fund and
reminded that this transfer was done without the consent of retirees.
The government included the transfer in a section of the 1401(Persian
Calendar) budget bill, and the parliament eventually agreed. Pursuant
to paragraph (g) of Note (17) of the Budget Bill, the Homa Institute of
Employees of the Pension and Duty Fund of the Islamic Republic of
Iran Airlines with all duties, powers, obligations, and assets, including
movable and immovable property, shares, privileges, inventory,
documents and Bonds and other wages will be transferred to the
national pension fund within three months from the date of enactment
of this law.
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Rally of retired telecommunication workers against the low level of
wages and non-payment of claims
On Tuesday, March 8th, retired telecommunications workers in East
Azerbaijan, Ardabil, Isfahan, Ilam, Chaharmahal and Bakhtiari, Zanjan,
Fars, Qom, Lorestan, Mazandaran, Markazi and Yazd gathered in front of
their capital cities’ telecommunication company building to protest low
wages and non-payment of claims. And right-seeking retirees from
Alborz and Tehran provinces also gathered in front of the central building
of Iran Telecommunication Company.

Continuation of the protest rallies of the workers of Koot Abdullah Municipality against
the non-timely payment of salaries and insurance premiums and empty promises with the
rally in front of Koot Abdullah Municipality and Karun Governor's Office

Monday, March 7

th,

workers of Koot Abdullah Municipality, protesting

non-timely payment of wages and insurance premiums and empty
promises, first gathered in front of Koot Abdullah Municipality and then
for the second day in a row in front of Karun Governor's Office.
The demonstrators told a media reporter: "Today (March 7th), we first went
to the municipality of Koot Abdullah district and then to the governor's
office, but they did not give us a clear answer. We have been referring to all
relevant and responsible institutions for two days. We, the sweepers, and the
night garbage workers, are hundreds of people who have been working
without pay and insurance for three months. Special yearly bonus payment
and seniority rates have not been paid for us either.
"Neither the contractor, nor the mayor, nor any of the city and provincial
officials are supporting us," said one of the workers, adding that "It has been
three months that the employer did not pay us our wages." We are ashamed
in front of our families on New Year Eve. Why should the hundreds of hardworking municipal workers who have the most difficult jobs be left emptyhanded on New Year Eve and their wage arrears not be paid?”
Another worker said: "They are constantly making promises and pledges, but refrain from any action!" Our tables are empty,
and our backs are broken. They really need to improve the wage structure of Koot Abdullah Municipality. Each time, after
three or four months of our wages not being paid, we protest for a few days and refer to various institutions, and finally,
they pay us a month's wage only. How long should this process continue for; we are tired of it.

Protest rally of interns of Iran University of Medical Sciences against not
increasing salaries and not paying on time

Tuesday,

March 8th, the interns of Iran University of Medical Sciences gathered at Iran

University of Medical Sciences to protest against no salary increase and non-timely payment.
According to media reports, a group of medical interns at the university gathered at Iran
University of Medical Sciences this afternoon to protest the 11-month arrears of student
scholarships and non-payment of the salaries of tuition-paying students.
The rally was held to protest the non-increase of 20% of interns' salaries approved by the
Ministry of Health and the non-increase of an annual 25% increase in salaries by the Board of Trustees. These students want
a 20 percent and 25 percent increase in internships. Also, these fee-paying interns have not been paid any salary, considering
that there is no distinction between interns and fee-paying interns in the regulations describing the duties of interns.
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The gathering in protest of the social
security retirees in different cities
With less than one month remaining to the New Year, the retirees of the social
security have come to the streets in protest like previous weeks. Their demand is
complete equalization of their wages. A project that was several times viewed by
the parliament and the government and eventually ‘Raisi’(President), by
reversing the project left this deprived layer of society to themselves. This action
by ‘raisi’ has raised their anger. According to the weekly citation on Sunday,
14th of ‘March ‘the retirees of the social security gathered in protest in several
cities of Iran including ‘Tabriz.’’Rasht.’’Ardebil’’Kermanshah’’Shooshtar.’’
Arak.’ And…gathered in front of the social security offices.in ‘Tabriz.’ and
‘Ardebil.’ The retirees demanded equalization and increase in wages in relation
to the inflation and steep rise in prices.in ‘Kermanshah’the retirees gathered in front of the social security office and chanting ‘shout, shout to all
this injustice’. The retirees claim that their retirement savings (coffers.) has been turned in to a source for filling the deficit of the budget and
stealing their money by the management. They were hoping that by their legal protest. Their demands would be met, but ‘Raisi’s’ government
doesn’t want to hear any of it. The difficulties and demands of the retirees for which they protest weekly, but the government turns a blind eye to
it include:
1) Wages according to the real cost of living and livelihood and its increase according to the rise in inflation.
2) Providing free health insurance according to the clause 54 of the constitution and the breakup of the supplemental insurance.
3) The pension of the retirees and the effete must not be less than the minimum recommended wage.
4) Immediate payment of the liabilities of 400 Billion Toman (US$16,000,000.00) to the social security coffer.
5) Inability of the government to interfere with the retirees’ funds.
6) Complete payment of the retiree’s funds.
7) Calculating the damaging and dangerous work and their entitlement to the year 2020 and the payment of belated wages.
8) Management and supervision of the retiree’s funds by independently elected representatives.
9) New year payments to the retired and current workers equivalent to two months wages.
10) Unconditional freeing of all the activists specially Mr.’Esmaeel Grami.’
The gathering of the steel retirees of Tehran and Isfahan
The retirees of the steel company of ‘Isfahan’ have come to the streets in protest like previous weeks. The retirees by chanting the slogan ‘you who
are the bosses be fearful of the aftermath’ have given a warning to the government and the people in charge. After refusing the bill for equalization by
‘Raisi’, it seems that all of the legal avenues are closed to the retirees. These retirees have so far aired their demands in a civil and legal way. But
government by turning a blind eye is blocking the legal avenues to these people. An action that is raising the anger of these people. According to
the weekly recall, Sunday rally on March. Year 1400(2021-2022), the retirees of steel company of ‘Tehran. ’Isfahan’ and ’Dameghan’ gathered in
protest. The retirees of steel company of ‘Tehran.’ Also gathered in front of the steel company and raised their voices for increase of wages.
The retirees of ‘Isfahan.’ Like other Sundays of previous weeks gathered in front of the steel company by chanting the slogan ‘ you that are the
bosses be fearful of the future ‘and gave a warning to the bosses. The retirees are saying that: ‘’what have you done with the 1000 billion Toman
(US$40,000,000.00) of the retiree’s funds in the year 1399 (2020-2021)?’’ This the question of the retirees that is repeated every Sunday and there is
no answer from the bosses.
The retirees are saying that they have reached the limit of their patience. On one of the placards the statement reads ‘with this inflation and
expenses, by what right have you reduced our wages by 2 million Toman (US$80.00)’. They are saying that: ‘’30 years of our hard work for future
pension was allotted to the pension’s fund and now that we need it in old age there is no funds, and the bosses must answer us as to what have
they done with our money.’’
The gathering in protest of the retirees of the communication company
The slogan by the communication’s retirees in front of the communication’s minister ‘inept minister be ashamed’! Runaway.’ They have protested
many times, but their demands have been ignored for 12 years
The protesters have in these years waited and have lived in the hope of wages increase and levelling of their wages but playing games and
procrastination of their demands has resulted in their anger and fury.
Today 13 March, the retirees of the communication of Iran have gathered in protest to their demands not being met by chanting the slogan ‘inept
minister, shame on you, runaway’. The retirees are saying that they have reached the end of their patience. They are saying that since privatizing
the communication industry 12 years ago, none of the money owed to them has been paid. The communication company like other private
companies by not res [ponding to the demands of the workers tries to tire them out. This headquarters that is the most important economic
organizations and is an affiliate of the supreme leader ‘Khamenei’ the main shareholder of the communication of ‘Iran’, the management of this
company is by Mohamad Mokhber first deputy to Raisi. By the order of Khamenei for speeding up of the privatization of government
organizations in the month of ’September,’ the communication company was placed in the ‘Etemad-Mobin’ consortium.
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The statement regarding the suppression of teachers of ‘Roodsar.’ And
solidarity with the jailed teachers.
While there are only a few days left for the Persian New year
of 1401(2022-2023) the government by suppressing the
teachers of ‘Roodsar ’has put an end to their misery New Year
bonuses. If the governments is incapable in delivering the
demands of the workers , Teachers, Retirees and other
suppressed layers of society, there is nothing but lies coming
out of its mouth. But instead, the government suppress the
hard working and deprived layer of society while doing deals
behind the scenes to fill their pockets with money and profit,
this has been going on for a long time. There is a talk of
attacking the people of ‘Roodsar ’that in their defense of the teachers, have now come to the streets to protest.
people of different parts of the province of ‘Gilan ’have come out in protest and are being persecuted and are
taken to the courts and are treated with inhumane violence by the mask wearing gutless thugs of the
government, two of the protesters had to be taken to the hospital for their injuries, if the thugs’ actions are
justified then why are they hiding behind their masks?.
We, the signatories of this petition, condemn the brutal action of the government and continue our struggle
and will always be present in order to protect our rights.
So that the government can understand by suppressing the people in a violent way is not stopping us of our
demands and will only embolden us further. The government knows that the people have no fear of their brutal
tactics, otherwise they wouldn’t hide themselves behind their thugs. This suppressing action of the government
has strengthened our determination to protest for the rights of the teachers whom will stand strong. We the
retirees condemn the heavy-handed action of the government and demand that the government apologizes to the
educated teachers and end the summons and unconditionally free the workers and the teachers from jail.
Workers, teacher’s students…. unity.
Suppression is not the answer!
The independent group of retirees of Tehran
The group of the united retirees.
The council of the retirees of Iran
March 2022.

Monday, 14th March.
The personnel of the production and usage of the ‘Andimeshk’ dam have protested in regard to increase in
unemployment of the indigenous personnel and official employment of the non- indigenous people in the province
of ‘Khuzestan.’ For years many active companies by following the policies of the government and creating
prejudice have been employing non-indigenous people in the region and thus creating unemployment and poverty
in the region and the people of this region have many times raised their voice in protest.

The ongoing protest of the workers of the sea operation and export terminal regarding work prejudice and
lessening of their food in comparison to the official workers. They told the reporter that by changing the contractor
they were hopeful of better food quality, but nothing has changed, they were hoping that their protest would be
heard. The workers of the sea operation, and export terminal are protesting to their amount of food and say that
with a 24 hour shift the amount of food given them is not sufficient.
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Summoning of ‘Nosrat Beheshti’ Before the due time for medical rest
’Nosrat Beheshti ‘, a retired teacher, even though was granted leave by the
courts for medical reason has been summoned to prison on the Eve the
New Year (Norouz.) ‘Nosrat Beheshti,’ An unwell imprisoned teacher in
12th of March 2022, has been summoned to prison.

The strike of co-workers of the oil project of
two companies ‘Sadaf.’ And ‘Jahan-pars.’
On Saturday, 12th of March 2022, the workers of oil project in the
‘Sadaf.’. And ‘Jahan Pars ‘Stopped work for non-payment of their
wages for two months of December 2021, and January 2022. The
contractors in a united decision had planned to postpone the last
three month of the year. The strike for non-payment of wages is
spreading and the three months of wages must be paid
immediately.

The end of and gathering of the ‘copper art.’ Of ‘Kerman’ in protest to
low level of wages and lack of designing the working level!
In Saturday 12th of March 2022, the workers of the copper art
company announced the end of their strike in regard to low
wages. The workers have told the reporter that due to the
promise of the management last Friday 11 March, they have
decided to stop their strike. They added in the afternoon of
Thursday until the end of Friday a group of workers of the
copper art company demanded a review of the design of their
job’s levelling; the workers added that the design of the levelling off their jobs was implemented 27 years ago,
they added that the copper art company employs 1200 workers, and this design of job levelling only covers a part
of the workers, and the others don’t receive the benefits. The worker’s insistence is that the law says the design of
the work levelling must be done for the number of workers is 50 years and over, as the result the design must be
reviewed every 5 to 10 years. These workers are demanding a rise in their wages by using the design of the level
of them work and according to the promise of the management. In the next few days, the workers’ demands will
be seen too.

